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Interplay of impurities and solution flow as determinants of step pattern dynamics
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The first theory of step pattern evolution, the kinematic wave theory, employed the assumption of impurity
effects on step kinetics. On the other hand, recent results have been considered within a framework linking step
patterns to the mutual orientation of the solution flow and step motion directions in arbitrarily pure solutions.
We explore the consequences of combining impurity and solution flow effects on the dynamics of the surface
morphology of the~101! face of potassium dihydrogen phosphate~KDP! crystals. We employ phase-shifting
interferometry for real timein situ monitoring of these dynamics. We find that, at solution supersaturations
s<0.035, step bunches form on all three vicinals of the~101! face regardless of the mutual orientation of the
step motion and solution flow directions. Testing the mechanism of impurity–step pattern interactions, we
show that bunching is caused by impurity molecules that adsorb on the surface and slow down and destabilize
step trains without inducing growth cessation, i.e., the mechanism is inherently different from the one estab-
lished for the~100! KDP face. We show that ats.0.040 impurities do not affect step bunching, and it is
controlled by the direction of the solution flow, i.e., two distinct regimes of step bunching exist. The transition
between the two regimes is governed by the exposure times of the terraces between stepst : shortert’s at
higher growth rates lead to lower surface concentration of impurities and suppress the impurity effects on step
kinetics and bunching.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.69.011604 PACS number~s!: 81.10.2h, 05.65.1b, 68.37.2d, 81.10.Dn
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I. INTRODUCTION

Because of the higher surface energy of the crys
solution interface~higher than, e.g., of the interface betwe
a crystal and its own melt!, such interfaces are typicall
smooth on the atomic or molecular scale and oriented al
a low-index crystallographic plane@1#. Correspondingly,
their growth proceeds by the generation and spreading
layers. Smooth interfaces experience loss of morpholog
stability in the form of bunching of the growth steps@2#.

Another aspect of the solution growth of crystals is th
the presence of impurities is unavoidable, be they unwan
contaminants or intentional additions used to imbue a cer
property to the growing crystal. Hence, the first theory
step bunching, the kinematic wave theory, was based on
assumption of impurity effects on step kinetics@3#. Further
developments included accounting for time-dependent im
rity adsorption, with the surface concentration of impuriti
on terraces between steps taken as a function of the tim
exposure of these terraces, i.e., of the rate of growth@4,5#.
There have been numerous experimental works employin
variety of materials in which abundant step bunches, esca
ing in time and along the steps’ pathway, have been att
uted to impurity action.

Other studies showed that step bunching in solutions
curs even in arbitrarily pure systems, or with materials a
crystallographic faces deemed insensitive to impurity act
@6#. A theory was developed linking step bunching to t
mutual orientation of the solution flow and step motion
rections. It was concluded that if these directions are op
site, equidistant step trains are stable, while confluent di
tions result in escalating step bunches@7–9#.

Many of the investigations of the step bunching instabil
have been carried out with crystals of potassium dihydro
1063-651X/2004/69~1!/011604~7!/$22.50 69 0116
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phosphate~KDP! or other members of its family@ammonium
dihydrogen phosphate~ADP!, deuterated KDP~DKDP!, and
others@10##. These crystals are grown on a large scale a
used as nonlinear optical elements@11# at the National Igni-
tion Facility. There exists a huge information database
these materials@10,12–14# and sources of high-purity sa
are available.

The typical habit of the KDP-type crystal consists of pr
matic $100% and pyramidal$101% faces. The prismatic face
have a net neutral charge and because of the exposed p
phate residues are particularly susceptible to poisoning
metallic trivalent cations: Cr31, Fe31, Al31, etc. Parts per
million amounts of these ions cause two types of deviatio
from the linear kinetic law of step motion: at lower supe
saturationss,0.01– 0.02, in the so-called ‘‘dead zone,’’ ste
motion is completely blocked, while in the higher range
0.02,s,0.05 there is a slow gradual egress to a linear
netic regime ats.0.05@15–17#. The initiation of growth as
supersaturation is raised above the ‘‘dead zone’’ occurs
an elaborate interplay of step bunches and impurity spe
firmly adsorbed on the terraces@13#.

The pyramidal$101% faces are terminated by K1 ions
@18#. As a consequence, the growth of these faces is pra
cally insensitive to the presence of cations, and in ma
works, this has been the model system for kinetic effe
uninhibited by impurities. However, some anions adsorb
$101% surfaces via hydrogen bonds, occupying the positio
that otherwise would be taken by the next layer of H2PO4

2

and greatly inhibit growth, up to inducing a complete grow
cessation@19,20#. Similar to the effects of the cationic impu
rities on the prismatic face, the anions inhibit the kinetics
growth of the pyramidal face at low supersaturations, a
may cause complete blocking at higher impurity concen
tions.
©2004 The American Physical Society04-1
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The goal of this work was to explore if the impurities th
slow down growth at lower supersaturations, without co
pletely blocking it, also affect the step bunch patterns. R
lated issues are whether the impurities affect the respons
the expected step bunches to the solution flow direction,
about the transition between impurity-induced and flo
induced instabilities upon supersaturation increase. For th
studies, we chose the pyramid,$101% faces of the KDP
crystals—because of their lower sensitivity to impurity a
tion the impurity effects do not overwhelm all other featur
of the growth processes. The onset of instability of equid
tant step trains on the$101% KDP faces at supersaturation
greater than 0.05, due to interactions of the step pattern
the solution flow, has been addressed in a previous p
@21#.

II. EXPERIMENT

A. Phase-shifting interferometry

To visualizein situ the growth morphology of crystal sur
faces growing from solution we developed a different
phase-shifting interferometer@22#. The device consists of a
Michelson interferometer using a He-Ne laser as an illu
nation source, with a growing crystal face serving as a mir
in one of its arms. To increase the resolution of the techni
over traditional interferometry a variable retarder is placed
the reference arm of the interferometer. This allows va
tions of the optical path length in this arm and hence alt
the phase of the reference beam with respect to the cont
tion from the crystal. We capture a sequence of five ima
each shifted byp/2 relative to the previous one and combi
them using a standard phase-wrapping algorithm; this g
us a gray scale image coded for height~for details, see@22#!.

B. Solutions and crystals

Supersaturated solutions of KDP were prepared
loaded in the crystallization subsystem of the experime
setup as discussed in@22#. After regeneration of the crysta
seed at undercooling of;0.1 °C, supersaturation was im
posed by lowering the temperature. We evaluate the su
saturation of the solutions ass5$CCe(T)2121%, with C
being the solution concentration, using the solubility dep
dence on temperatureCe(T), kindly provided by J. J.
DeYoreo.

All experiments discussed below used solution flow ra
sufficiently fast ~;60 cm/s! to ensure kinetic regime o
growth, i.e., the step velocity was independent of flow ra
indicating that growth was controlled by surface kinet
rather than convection and diffusion in the solution bulk.

Figure 1~a! shows a typical phase-wrapped image of
~101! face of KDP. The discontinuities in the gray scale a
due to the action of a tan21 function in the phase-wrappin
procedure and are removed during further processing.
image shows the presence of three hillocks that are m
likely generated by one or a few screw dislocations outcr
ping in the central part of the studied face@23#. In a super-
saturated solution steps that are generated by a disloc
move with constant linear velocity winding around the d
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location outcrop point@12#. A spiral hillock develops and
after a steady state is reached, covers the whole facet. Du
the anisotropy of the surface kinetics, the hillock has
asymmetric trigonal shape typical of$101% faces of the KDP-
ADP class of crystals. The crystal was oriented so that
interference fringes on each of the steep, intermediate,
shallow vicinals were parallel to the corresponding edges
the ~101! face. For clarity the image shown in Fig. 1~a! is a
close-up of the area surrounding the growth source;
brings the edges of the face outside the field of view. T
variation in fringe density over the image highlights the d
ference in slope of the three vicinal facets typical of th
family of crystals.

C. Enhanced characterization of vicinal morphology

The slope of the steep vicinal is approximately 53 greater
than that of the shallow vicinal. The associated high den
of interferometric fringes on the steep vicinal leads to
fringe width of 5–10 pixels, Fig. 1~c!. Such narrow fringes
lead to a reduction in the depth and lateral resolution of
imaging. Indeed, each phase-wrapped fringe encompa
0.113mm of height, and with an average fringe width of
pixels, as in Figs. 1~a! and 1~c!, the depth resolution is lim-
ited to 0.014mm.

To increase the resolution of the data for the steep vic
we realign the crystal in such a way as to lower the frin
density@see Fig. 1~b!#. Since we use a camera with a 12-b
encoding of the gray color intensity, a pixel density of 40

FIG. 1. Optimization of interferometric fringe density used
enhance the resolution of the technique.~a! Phase-shifting interfero-
gram of a correctly aligned~101! face of a KDP crystal~gray levels
measure height at pixel location! with the three main vicinal slopes
visible. The image does not encompass the whole crystal face—
upper part is truncated by the edge of the field of view.~b! Same
image after the crystal has been realigned to decrease the f
density over the steep facet.~c! and~d! cross profiles taken from the
same line as~a! and~b!, respectively. In~a! and~b!, arrows point at
dislocation sources of growth steps.
4-2
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INTERPLAY OF IMPURITIES AND SOLUTION FLOW . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E69, 011604 ~2004!
per fringe would theoretically yield a resolution of 0.03 nm
However, the interferometric technique compares the de
tions from flatness of the crystal surface with the flatness
a reference mirror. Hence, the resolution is limited by
roughness of this reference surface. In our case the refer
surface is certifiably flat to~1/60! l ~the laser wavelength
l5633 nm) over the;1 cm2 of the surface of the referenc
mirror. We found that over the area less than 1 mm2 that we
image interferometrically, the deviation from surface flatne
is about half of that, i.e., the resolution limit is about62.5
nm @22#.

To quantify the heights of observed step patterns, we
the ratio of the fringe densities before and after realignm
as a scaling factor. Figure 1~b! shows a typical case, in whic
upon realignment we obtain a fringe density of appro
mately 50 pixels per fringe. Figure 1~d! illustrates how the
achieved increase in resolution reveals several small
bunches—note the distortion of the fringes in the lower p
of Figs. 1~b! and 1~d!.

Figure 2 shows an unwrapped differential image of
surface and a cross section of the step bunch profile
highlight the local morphology@22#. The cross section Fig
2~b! reveals a pair of step bunches approximately 40
high. Additional surface features are revealed by the a
image in Fig. 2~a!. The area image can be viewed as a co
bination of a number of parallel surface profiles as the on
Fig. 2~b!, with the surface height encoded as a gray inten
level. We see in Fig. 2~a! that ;10–12 smaller bunches pa
allel to the main pair exist. Since the interference fringes
roughly perpendicular to step bunches, these smaller feat
are likely not interference artifacts. We conclude that th
are smaller step bunches of height;5 nm and higher, detect
able over the mottled background due to the reference m
roughness because of their parallel mutual orientation.

To obtain representative characteristics of the step bu
height under certain conditions, we remove noise in the
age due to the roughness of the reference surface. For
we select an area of interest and extract five parallel sur
profiles, separated by 2–3 pixels; see Fig. 3~a!. We combine
the five profiles and obtain the average shown in Fig. 3~b!.
Since one pixel corresponds to;232 mm2 of the crystal

FIG. 2. A typical step bunch on KDP~101!. ~a! Differential
phase-shifting image;~b! cross section along line in the middle o
~a!. Solution flow direction is indicated by the arrow. Steps move
the same direction.
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surface area, the width over which the profiles are collec
is ;25 mm. An average step bunch heightH was calculated
as the average of theDz’s between the minima and their tw
adjacent maxima in Fig. 3~b!.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Step bunching at low supersaturations

Previous experiments, typically carried out ats>0.05
@24# have shown that the direction of solution flow over
surface with respect to that of step motion can have eith
stabilizing or destabilizing effect regarding the formation
step bunches. They show that step bunches form only on
vicinals where the directions of step propagation and so
tion flow coincide. Reversing the direction of solution flo
has the effect of removing existing bunches and leads to
formation of new ones on other vicinals that have step m
tion in the same direction as the new solution flow. A the
retical explanation of the coupling of solution flow and st
bunching is provided in Refs.@7–9,25#.

Figure 4~a! shows a~101! face of KDP containing two
dislocation growth sources. The two growth hillocks gen
ated by these sources have their shallow vicinals to their
and intermediate vicinals to the right; the steep vicinal of
lower hillock vertically separates the two sources. Previo
work @7,26# suggests that if the solution flow direction is a
in Fig. 4~a! the shallow and intermediate vicinals are in
stabilizing regime because of the largely antiparallel dir
tions of solution flow and step motion. Similarly, on the ste
vicinal where step motion is parallel to the solution flow st
train destabilization and step bunching is expected. Howe

FIG. 3. Quantification of step bunch height.~a! Shows five par-
allel cross sections of the same step bunch profile, each sepa
from its near neighbor by;2 mm laterally. The five profiles are
used to form an average, shown in~b!, which removes random and
short-range noise from the trace.
4-3
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BOOTH, CHERNOV, AND VEKILOV PHYSICAL REVIEW E69, 011604 ~2004!
Fig. 4~a! shows that this is not the case—in addition
bunches on the steep vicinal, strong bunching also occur
the shallow and intermediate vicinals.

After a reversal of the direction of solution flow, the ste
bunch pattern changed to that in Fig. 4~b!. Bunching is now
almost exclusively confined to the steep vicinal where
direction of solution flow is against that of step motion, a
this is again contrary to expectations based on the prev
results ats.0.05. Whens was increased from 0.006 t
0.035, the bunches on the steep vicinal were eliminated@Fig.
4~c!#. With a further increase ofs to greater than 0.035
bunches eventually formed on the shallow and intermed
vicinals ~image not shown! that were now in a destabilizing
flow regime. Lowerings back to below 0.01 caused the ste
bunches to again form on the steep vicinal@Fig. 4~d!#. The
changes in the surface morphology, illustrated by the cycl
Fig. 4, take place over a period of 5–10 min after the resp
tive change in the growth conditions either in the directi
shown in Fig. 4, or in the reverse. Other similar sequence
data collected at both possible directions of solution flow a

FIG. 4. The effect of flow direction and supersaturations on
step bunch formation. Single-beam images of the~101! face. The
value ofs is displayed and the direction of solution flow indicate
by an arrow in each panel. The time between sequential imag
approximately 10 min. To the left and right of each source a
respectively, shallow and intermediate vicinals. Only one steep v
nal, originating from the lower source is seen. In~a! the location of
two dislocation step sources are marked with3. Step bunches are
visible over the entire~101! face but are most pronounced on th
shallow and intermediate vicinals.~b! The surface morphology afte
the direction of solution flow was reversed. The degree of s
bunching on the steep vicinal is now much more pronounced w
on the shallow and intermediate vicinals bunching is almost eli
nated. ~c! Illustrates the effect of increasings to 0.035—step
bunches are now almost entirely absent over the whole~101! face.
After reducings back to 0.006 step bunches again form on t
steep vicinal in~d!.
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at variable supersaturation in the range 0.05–0.07 reve
that, as in Fig. 4, at lowers’s step bunches are present on
vicinals, while at highers’s, step bunches are detectable on
on the step trains traveling in the direction of the soluti
flow.

The significant features of the step bunches monitored
Fig. 4 and in numerous similar sequences are as follows~i!
Their dynamic behavior—strong bunches split into lowe
height formations which reform into new bunches. The a
erage lifetime of a bunch is 30–60 s.~ii ! The limited step
bunch height—as bunches propagate down the steps’ p
way, their height does not increase indefinitely, but a limiti
value is reached. In a parallel investigation~in preparation!
we show that the constrained step bunch evolution is du
the step bunch dynamics and correlate them to the high
bulence of the solution flow.

B. The two step bunching regimes

The response of average bunch heightH on the two vici-
nals tos variations with the solution flow directed opposi
the step motion direction on the shallow vicinal—as in F
4~a!—is shown in Fig. 5. The averageH on the shallow
vicinal in Fig. 5~a!, between 5 and 30 nm~this range is above
the resolution limit of the interferometer of 5 nm!, is signifi-
cantly lower thanH on the steep vicinal in Fig. 5~b! across
the full range ofs. The lowerH ’s on the shallow vicinal are
likely due to its lower slope—slope has been identified a
major destabilizing factor for step trains@7,9#. The data in
Fig. 5~a! split into two. Belows'0.035, where visible step
bunches are present in images such as those in Fig. 4~a! on
the shallow vicinal, the average bunch height increases
higher supersaturations. Ats.0.040, the step bunch heigh
on the shallow vicinal is lower than in the lowers range, and
no step bunches are detectable. As discussed in relatio
Fig. 4, upon changing ofs from a value in one range to

is
,
i-

p
le
i-

FIG. 5. Dependence on the supersaturations of the average step
bunch heightH of representative profiles on the shallow and ste
vicinals. In all determinations, the solution flow direction was as
Fig. 4~a!, i.e., along the step motion direction on the steep vici
and opposite the step motion direction in the shallow vicinal.
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INTERPLAY OF IMPURITIES AND SOLUTION FLOW . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E69, 011604 ~2004!
value into the other, the step bunch patterns typical of
new regime ensue within;5–10 min. We conclude that two
distinct step bunching mechanisms act ats,0.04, and ats
.0.04. In the low supersaturation range, bunching is cau
by impurity molecules that adsorb on the surface and s
down and destabilize step trains without inducing grow
cessation. At high supersaturations, the classical mecha
of solution flow—the step pattern interaction, discuss
above, operates.

The existence of two different step bunching mechanis
is supported by the Fourier transforms of two surface p
files, taken from the steep vicinal ats50.006 and s
50.055, i.e., in the low and high supersaturation rang
shown in Fig. 6. Fors50.055 we see large Fourier ampl
tudes at low wave numbers whereas ats50.006 the Fourier
amplitudes are generally lower and more uniformly spre
over larger wave numbers. Thus, in the lower supersatura
range, the spectra of the step bunching instability shift
higher wave numbers~shorter wavelengths! and lower am-
plitudes.

C. Impurity action on the „101… KDP face

In the context of the low growth rates occurring at lo
s’s, we invoke impurity action as the cause of the unus
step bunching. Indeed, at low growth ratesR, the exposure
times of the terraces between stepst5h/R @h is the step
height55.1 Å for the~101! KDP face@10## are longer. This
allows for a higher surface concentration of impurity speci
the characteristic adsorption times of which are compara
to the terrace exposure times@3,5,10#.

Since no impurities were intentionally added to t
growth solution, we assign the postulated impurity effects
the uncontrolled impurities present in the salt and those
leased from the materials of the crystallization appara
The compositional analysis of the KDP salt used in this
periments indicates that the amounts of trivalent transit
metal and;40 other inorganic ions are below the detecti
limits of the analytical techniques employed, 50–200 p
@27#. However, the sensitivity of the techniques used to
tect organic species is typically significantly lower. Furth
more, while the crystallization cell and the tubing are ma
of Teflon and Tygon, respectively, which are considered
likely sources of contamination, the crystallization contain
is built of polyethylene@22#, known to release trace amoun

FIG. 6. Fourier transforms of two step patterns taken ats
50.006 ands50.055, respectively, i.e., in impurity-induced an
flow-induced instability regimes.
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of hydrocarbons into the solution. Thus, it is likely that o
ganic impurities at concentrations below the detection lim
of the spectroscopic techniques available to us are prese
the growth solution. It has been shown that organic impu
ties affect the kinetics of step propagation on the~101! KDP
face@19,20# and that the impurity effects are stronger at lo
supersaturations@20#. The latter result, obtained with KDP
material similar to the one that we use, suggests that
characteristic adsorption times of the uncontrolled orga
impurities are comparable to the terrace exposure time
low supersaturations@20#.

D. The supersaturation dependence of the average
step velocity

For independent evidence of impurity action on t
growth processes, we monitored the kinetics of crys
growth, averaged over periods of 10–20 min. The depend
cies of the normal growth rate and the vicinal slope in Fi
7~a! and 7~b! are typical for many solution growth system
and do not allow any conclusions about factors that might
affecting the growth kinetics. However, the superlinear d
pendence of the step velocityn on s deviates from the typi-
cal linear or sublinear laws@28,29#.

Superlinearn~s! dependencies have been attributed
two mechanisms.~i! If the kink density at lowers’s is ‘‘low’’
so that diffusion of material along the step to a kink is a r
limiting factor, increasing kink density with higher supe
saturation leads to a stronger than linear increase inn @30#.
~ii ! The action of one or more impurity species, the char
teristic adsorption times of which are comparable to the
race exposure timest. Thus, higher supersaturations, high
R’s, and lowert’s result in lower surface concentration o

FIG. 7. Dependencies of the normal growth rateR, vicinal slope
p, and step velocityv, on the supersaturations. The p and v de-
pendencies are for the shallow vicinal. Curves are just guides
the eye.
4-5
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impurities and fastern’s. A self-consistent analytical deriva
tion has shown that this scenario leads to a superlinearn ~s!
@17,31#.

Low kink density on a~101! KDP face is unlikely. The
kink density in equilibrium and at low supersaturations
determined by the intermolecular bond energy in the crys
Based on similarity in crystallization enthalpy, the energy
the intermolecular bonds in KDP crystals is similar to t
one in ammonium dihydrogen phosphate crystals@10#. No
superlinear step kinetic laws suggestive of low step den
have been observed with ADP@28#. This conclusion is sup-
ported by high-resolution atomic force microscopy images
the steps on the~101! KDP face showing very rough step
@12,32#.

Thus, we interpret the observed superlinear shape of
n~s! dependence as evidence for impurity effects on the s
kinetics. As discussed above, the likely impurities that aff
the growth kinetics and the step bunching patterns at
supersaturations are organic species present in the KDP
terial or released by the polyethylene solution contain
rather than trivalent or other inorganic cations.

E. Comparison with the „100… KDP face

The growth kinetics of the~100! KDP face are strongly
affected by trivalent transition metal ions, which adsorb
the crystal surface and delay and completely block growt
s,0.035, in the ‘‘dead zone’’@10,16#. Quite unexpectedly, it
was shown that the impurity action and the response of
growth kinetics strongly deviate from the predictions of
classical theory of closely spaced impurity stoppers@33#, and
f
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even of its later modifications@17,31#. It was shown that
‘‘supersteps’’—stable accumulations of numerous elem
tary steps—are an important part of the mechanisms
growth cessation and resumption upon changing ofs in and
out of the dead zone@13#. Thus, growth was shown to re
sume only after a ‘‘superstep’’ ‘‘sweeps’’ the surface ‘‘clean
of adsorbed impurities@13#.

Although we have shown above that the growth mec
nism on the~101! KDP face at low supersaturations ha
many elements of the kinetics observed on the~100! face,
there are significant differences.~i! The maximum step den
sity within bunches in Figs. 2 and 3 is at most~3–4! times
higher than average step density on the vicinal, and~ii ! the
step bunches are dynamic entities that form and decay w
mean lifetime of 30–60 s. Thus, these step bunches d
significantly from the ‘‘supersteps’’ present on the~100! face
@13#. ~iii ! There is no ‘‘dead zone’’ on the~101! face, and
growth proceeds even at the lowest supersaturations.
conclude that the mechanism of impurity–step bunch in
play on the~101! face is more akin to those assumed by t
classical models@3,5#, whereby the impurity species affec
step propagation and enhance step bunching, with the m
nitude of these effects dependent on the supersaturation
the growth rate and the terrace exposure times.
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